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At one with
your work

COVER STORY

It pays in productivity to have a clear objective —
and a clear desk, writes Ann-Maree Moodie.

Full flow ... Annie Stewart says it’s important to choose your focus. Photo: Marco Del Grande

G
oing to work once meant a
job that had defined hours,
set meal breaks, specific

tasks to be undertaken by each
worker and a management
hierarchy in which everyone knew
their place.

Fast-forward to today and going
to work means something quite
different: hours dictated by the
need for ‘‘visibility’’, lunch eaten at
a desk in front of a computer,
multitasking, hot-desking, flexitime
and the constant distractions of
meetings, emails and the vagaries
of working in an ‘‘open office’’.

Stress, fatigue, lost productivity
and staff turnover are common.
This is an era when managers are
expected to do more with less –
fewer resources and less time –
while still expected to perform to
optimum standards. It’s no wonder
the new antidote is to embrace the
concept of ‘‘workflow’’.

In order to stay healthy, positive
and productive it is essential to be
organised. But ‘‘workflow’’ is also
about creating an ideal environment
suited to an individual’s role and
expectations of productivity.

‘‘The ultimate ‘workflow’ is to
‘work in the flow’, which means
doing the work you have a clear
purpose for and work that uses your
talents and abilities,’’ a career-
management specialist and the
managing director of Sydney-based
Sympatico Coaching Practice,
Annie Stewart, says.

The term ‘‘flow’’ also appears in
the title of one of the books by
positive psychologist Mihaly
Csikszentmihalyi (Creativity: Flow
and the Psychology of Discovery and

Invention), to define the mental
state in which a person is fully
immersed in a feeling of energised
focus, full involvement and success
in the process of the activity. ‘‘Flow’’
is also colloquially known as being
‘‘on the ball’’, ‘‘in the moment’’,
‘‘present’’ or ‘‘in the zone’’.

‘‘The hallmark of ‘flow’ is a
feeling of satisfaction and
fulfilment performing a task,’’
Stewart says. ‘‘When you are
‘working in the flow’ there is an
acceptance of the routine elements
and drudgery it involves . . . it is
most likely to occur when one is
wholeheartedly performing a task
or activity for intrinsic purposes.’’

In order to create an
environment in which ‘‘workflow’’
can occur, it is necessary to
eliminate, manage and de-clutter
the daily events that distract us.

There are various time-
management techniques that can
help: prioritising tasks for the day
from the most important to those
that would be ‘‘nice to get done’’;
setting aside specific times to check
email; asking not to be copied in to
emails that aren’t necessary for you
to read; leaving a clean desk at the
end of the day; and restricting
conference calls that require
attendance at 3am unless you can
come into the office late.

‘‘But by far our biggest
distraction is our untamed mind,’’
Stewart says. ‘‘I refer to this as our
‘monkey mind’. We’re like a monkey
jumping from branch to branch;
from one distraction to another.
Our mind is not fully attending to
and listening to what is happening;
it’s back in the past or thinking

about the future – everywhere but
here and now.’’

Among the most common
distractions nominated by Stewart’s
coaching clients are meetings –
especially meetings that are poorly
managed, meetings in which
attendees don’t feel ‘‘safe’’ to raise
issues and meetings where it’s
permitted for attendees to
constantly check their mobile
phones for messages and emails.

‘‘The way to combat constant
distractions in the office is to
develop a clear sense of purpose,
vision, mission and values for
yourself and your team or business
unit,’’ Stewart says. ‘‘This will
provide a guidepost for deciding
upon which battles to fight.’’

Making specific choices about
what you’ll do or not do based on
whether the decision helps you
achieve your purpose will
undoubtedly mean two things: it
will make you fearful (at least
initially) and it will create an
emotional response in others
(probably a negative emotion such
as frustration or anger).

‘‘The impact of choosing not to
fight a particular battle may require
the manager to communicate
clearly in order to manage
perceptions and avoid fallout,’’
Stewart says. ‘‘The manager should
develop a confident attitude about
the eight to 10 things he or she
needs to be involved in. It follows
that the manager must overcome
any fear of . . . not [being] included
in everything that’s going on.’’

Reflection time is also important
in order to access what the
unconscious mind has been
working on to help find a solution
to a problem, a more innovative
way of doing something or another
example of creative ‘‘workflow’’.

‘‘Some of the great ‘workflow’
managers make the time for
reflection and just sit with an
agenda of ‘nothing’ for regular
periods of time,’’ Stewart says.

‘‘So give yourself the time .. . to
pause and to reflect upon what is
most important.’’

Ann-Maree Moodie is the managing director of The
Boardroom Consulting Group.
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FIRST AND
WORST
SAM KEKOVICH
This former AFL Kangaroo is
happy with the lambs.

MY FIRST JOB was in sales at
Qantas. I was 18 and worked
there for about a year. I had to
ensure customers were happy
when they travelled, making
sure bookings were right, all
that kind of nonsense. The pay
was very meagre, let me tell
you, but I loved pay day. We
would get paid on Thursday
afternoons, so we’d all head
down to the pub after work. We
were also given discounted
flights, which was great. But
I didn’t travel as much as
I’ve been able to with my
current job as Australia’s
‘‘Lambassador’’. The past two
years I’ve been busy battling
acts of un-Australianism in
Europe and the US — not an
easy feat!

MY WORST JOB was labouring.
It wasn’t challenging enough
but the boss was great. I’ve
always had great bosses. That’s
the only thing that’s kept me
working — otherwise I would be
utterly unemployable! After I
left, I got into AFL again. I’ve
found that I can’t work in a
tedious job; I need to be
challenged and absorbed. You
need to keep educating
yourself. Keep trying new
things. Find out what you love
doing and how to get paid for it.

Together, caring for the West

Melbourne’s West is one of the fastest growing and most culturally 

diverse areas in Australia. Western Health is investing now to meet 

the demands of this growing population and improve the quality of 

care and access to services for people in the West.

Excellent opportunities for an Emergency Physician (ref. 10027) and 

a Paediatric Emergency Physician (ref. 10040) to join a team of keen and 

committed Emergency Physicians to perform a broad range of clinical work 

including adult, paediatric and women’s health are currently available. 

 

Opportunities for research, education and administrative experience including quality assurance and 

risk management are offered. With a very active and successful emergency medicine training and 

education program with high success rates in the Primary and Fellowship exams and a location well 

situated for car travel, these are opportunities not to be missed.

For more information on the exciting employment opportunities at Western Health visit 

www.westernhealth.org.au
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A GREAT PLACE TO WORK


